Ex-Ambassador Douglas Is Commencement Speaker

Lewis Williams Douglas, former U. S. Ambassador to Great Britain, will deliver the principal address at the University's eighty-eighth commencement exercises next June.

Douglas, a member of the class of 1917 at the Institute, has had a rich and varied career as lawyer, public administrator, ambassador, and business executive. He has been a member of the U. S. delegation to the United Nations, a member of the U. S. delegation to the International Labor Organization, a member of the board of trustees of the Rockefeller Foundation, and a member of the historic Connecticut House of Representatives and the U. S. Congress. A former Director of the Budget, he served during World War II as War Shipping Administrator. During World War I he received a citation from General Pershing and was decorated with Belgium's Croix de Guerre for service in the Argonne Forest.

Pets and Former Pets

Mr. Douglas is a former Vice-President and member of the Board of the American Cyanamid Company and Past-President of the Manufacturers' Life Insurance Company of New York, where he has been Chairman of the Board since 1947. Recipient of honorary degrees from a number of leading universities in the United States and England, Mr. Douglas is trustee of several research and educational institutions, including the Alfred V. Sloan Foundation, the Institute of Gas Technology, and the General Education Board of the Rockefeller Foundation.

$3.00 'Technique' Options End Dec. 14

The last pre-Christmas option sale for the 1952 TECHNIQUE will end this Friday. After Christmas all options will be sold at the normal price of $5.00, in May options may be redeemed for the customary $3.00.

Larger than last year, the 1952 TECHNIQUE will contain 340 pages, including a forty-page Pansy Section. All pages will be a 0" x 12". A padded cover is featured this year to back up a new cover design by Marilyn Foxon, '56.

Student Group Asks Class B Status For Struijk Trial Defense Committee

A committee of Institute students with the intention of aiding in the defense of Dr. Dirk Struijk is now being formed, and the committee will apply to Walker Memorial for class B status. Final decision will, in accordance with customary procedure, be made at the Wednesday, December 12, meeting of Institute Committee.

The committee's meeting will be held at a Technology student's house. About fifty students have already been notified by the Institute Committee's committeemen that they must vote once more on Friday, December 14, at the normal time. Those students who wish to vote need only vote as they would if they were class B status students.

Gold Medal Award Goes To A. P. Sloan

Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., a life member of the Corporation of the Institute, has been awarded the Gold Medal Award of the Hundred Year Association of New York. The award was presented to Mr. Sloan in recognition of his outstanding "efforts in the cause of humanity."

In 1957, Mr. Sloan, who is a member of the board of General Motors, endowed the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation with $10,000,000 primarily for the support of "basic economic trends." In 1943, the Foundation set up the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research and in 1951 it endowed the School of Industrial Management at M.I.T. with a grant of $3,500,000.

Discovery Of Postironium Credited To Prof. Deutsch

An article appearing in the NEW YORK TIMES of Tuesday, December 5, states that a new sub-atomic particle was discovered by Professor Martin Deutsch, of the Institute, who named it "positronium." It was indicated by the Times Science Section that the name first suggested many years ago by physicist Alfred L.édwards, Ph.D., previous director of the Institute, is the one most acceptable of all. Professor Deutsch, in his announcement of the new particle, states that his findings are "in accord with other experimental data on the subject."

The new particle was found in the nuclear physics machine of the Institute, and Professor Deutsch used the apparatus in the nuclear physics machine to find it. The new particle is similar to the electron, but has a positive charge instead of a negative one.
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Sir;

In your issue of Friday, December 7, THE TECH, in a straightforward job of reporting, printed a story of the charges brought against Professor Dirk J. Struik. In defense of the story, Professor Dirksen, the names of seven Institute professors together with the names of the committee's statement. Left other members of the Institute with very little information. On this committee, I should like to point out that it has been handling fallacies and contradictions in the form. The charges were extremely serious, and I feel that I should have been told about them in the statement. One of which concluded a pertinent statement of fact was that Professor Struik was charged with advocating, advising, or counseling in the overthrow of the government. It appears that Professor Struik was charged with advocating, advising, or counseling in the overthrow of the government by violence and force and the government of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the United States of America. The statement points out correctly that Professor Struik was charged with advocating, advising, or counseling in the overthrow of the government by violence and force and the government of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the United States of America. The statement points out correctly that Professor Struik was charged with advocating, advising, or counseling in the overthrow of the government by violence and force and the government of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the United States of America. The statement points out correctly that Professor Struik was charged with advocating, advising, or counseling in the overthrow of the government by violence and force and the government of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the United States of America.

I would like to point out the remaining four paragraphs ignore the actual charge and, in typical party-line fashion, attempts to divert attention from the actual charge by misaligning statements which would tend to indicate that Professor Struik is indeed being tried for something entirely different and that "freedom of speech" and "academic freedom" are in jeopardy.

In the second paragraph, after a bold denial that he did not advocate or write in the overthrow of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts or the United States of America, the statement made that "there is no evidence that Professor Struik... have confidence in his integrity and are convinced that these charges are without foundation." In the first place, it should be pointed out that there are some who know Professor Struik who are as firm as the newspaperman who opined that he has been a secret member of the organization that brought down an indictment, it is safe to say that Professor Struik has not only advocated, but in secret meetings lectured on ways and means of overthrowing the United States government. His defense should be that he knows only too well, and from the fact that his secret activities have brought down an indictment, it is quite safe to say that the grand jury feels that there is such sufficient cause that Struik met with and consulted. Professor Struik evidently also knows Professor Struik and from his testimony to have anything to do with this committee or any other Striker Defense Committees, it may be assumed that he is not connected with these charges are without foundation. Furthermore, if the committee itself is convinced that the charges are without foundation, then it follows that they must be equally convinced that the grand jury was lying, that the government against no evidence and that the grand jury had no evidence on which to hand down an indictment. The committee publishes the pre-judged the case; it has pre-empted the duty of the jury by informing the man innocent, and in so doing, is dangerously close to being in contempt of court.

Turning now to the third paragraph, the committee has pre-judged the case; it has pre-empted the duty of the jury by informing the man innocent, and in so doing, is dangerously close to being in contempt of court.
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 30 ... THE SQUIRREL

THEY HAD ME OUT ON A LIMP!

This nimble-minded nutracker almostumbled for those tricky cigarette mildness tests. But he worked himself out of a tight spot when he suddenly realized that cigarette mildness is a matter of opinion, not single sniff. Smokers everywhere have reached this conclusion—there's just one real way to prove the flavor and mildness of a cigarette.

It's the sensible test ... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply says to you try Camel as your daily smoke—on a pack-after-pack, day-after-day basis. No map judgments. Once you try, you're hooked. If you're in the "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why ...

After all the Mildness Tests ...
**THE TECH**

**Brown Tops Menor; Plummer Sets Tech Record; Frosh Win**

Dark Plummer's new Tech record of 2:143 in the 300-yard freestyle was the only bright spot of the day last Saturday, as the Beavers were beaten by a strong Brown team 46-29.

Two men charmed the men's alumni pool to garner Brown records. Cannon broke the 220-yard freestyle mark and Brisco tied the 100-yard freestyle record.

**Varsity's Second Loss**

The defeat was the varsity's second straight since the season started. Coach Gordon Smith will send his team out against Harvard tomorrow in the Crimson's pool.

The fresh won the Brown meetings 15-39 on the same afternoon in the first meet of the season. Their next match will be against Dean Academy next Saturday in Alumni Pool.

---

**WGBH** *(Continued from Page 3)*

LC School of Boston, Tufts College.

3:45—News, weather.

**Wednesday, December 13, p.m.**

3:00—News, weather, WGBH highlights.

3:05—Prelude, Bach, Cantatas No. 46: "The Wreath to Satan."

3:10—The Forms of Drama. Professor Marvin Balch, Tufts College.


3:45—Report on Problems of the Middle East. John S. Badeau, President, American University at Cairo.


7:00—We Human Beings, "Who Am I" Documentary.

7:10—International Politics. Committee on Extension Courses. Professor Leo Gross, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts College.


7:30—News, weather.

**Thursday, December 14, p.m.**

7:30—News, weather, WGBH highlights.

7:35—Prelude. Haydn, Notturno, Rondo, F. and T.

8:00—United States in World History. Professor Thomas H. M. Jackson, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

8:10—Tomorrow's Symphony. Professor O. Wallace Woodsworth, Harvard University.

8:25—Stories from World History (BBC). "Francis Drake and the Caida Expedition." 8:40—As Tivoli.


10:45—News, weather.

**L.F.C.** *(Continued from Page 1)*

The Council decided to continue its sponsoring of a faster child in France for the third consecutive year. Questionnaires are now being sent out to the fraternities in connection with the L.F.C. Formal and Weekend. Their aim is to discover the fraternities' opinions on choices of bands and favors, and to elicit suggestions for the event.

The dinner meeting was held at the Red Coach Grill. Dean Frank E. Revkovich spoke on deferred residence for freshmen on campus. This is as present a vital matter concerning both the Institute and the L.F.C.

---

**WHAT ARE THE ODDS?**

Looking for a place to live? 1 family in 100,000 lives on a houseboat.

---

**SCHAERER BEER**

Looking for a place to live? 1 family in 100,000 lives on a houseboat.

If you know how to ride a motorcycle, you are one in 1,650.

---

**The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., N.Y.**

---

**Read & White**

**MEN'S NEW TUXEDOS**

Formal

Coat

Ruffled

III Summer St.

Boston
Unbeaten A.T.O. Leads League 3; Stops Baker 30-16, For Fifth Win

New Hampshire Five Tops Beaver Hoopmen in Nacey Stars

Last Saturday afternoon the engineering hooper went down to defeat in a 36-40 count at the University of New Hampshire.

The high score for the night was 40-00 points for the New Hampshire team.

At half time the score was 24-24 in favor of New Hampshire and with points of three places high scores for the Techmen were Captain Mike Mayes with 15 points and Russ Kidder with 15 points.

American International College will be Tech’s next opponent on the night of December 14 at Springfield.

Multigraph

(Continued from Page 1)

Make Your Selection of A R R O W

SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, TIES and HANDKERCHIEFS

At THE TECHNOLOGY STORE

Winter is Just Around The Corner

Get your car ready for it now!

SALES FORD SERVICE

Complete service including Electronic Wheel Aligning and Body & Paint Work

ELBERRY MOTOR CO., INC.
360 River St., Cambridge (Just off Memorial Drive)

Phone: K-7-3820-21

Activities . . .
Advertise In THE TECH
Only $1.00 per column inch

Unbeaten A.T.O. Leads League 3; Stops Baker 30-16, For Fifth Win

Alpha Tau Omega became the first group to win a league title this basketball season as they defeated Baker House 30-16 for their fifth straight victory. The greatest challenge to them was a strong Phi Mu Delta team, which lost only to ATO 10-30 in their previous competition to qualify for second place.

The talented Heskethie squad has only a Wednesday encounter with Lenox Club barring its path to an undefeated season and a League III title. Composed of virtually the entire athletic stock of the Graduate House to the school title last season, this team was victorious over HBO, whose team might well have been division champions had they been in another league.

Delta Kappa Epsilon is undefeated in league competition, but is hard pressed by Phi Sigma, Kappa, bands of only one point.

The two teams met at 9:00 tonight on the armory courts in one of the feature matches of the season. Graduate House with its two defeat seems to be out of the picture.
NOTICES

Catholic Club
Father Albert Lew will address the weekly meeting of the Catholic Club tomorrow. His topic will be "The Mass in English. Demonstrated and Explained." The meeting will be in Room 2-190 at 6:00 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

Christmas Vacation
Airline representatives, as well as representatives from the New York Central and New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroads will be in the T.C.A. office until 5:00 p.m. today. It is suggested that they take reservations for travel accommodations for the holidays. Tickets will be delivered to you in the mail.

Hill.

The annual Hanukkah Festival of M.I.T. Hill will be held on Sunday, December 16, in the Library, third floor of Hayden Library starting 2:00 p.m. The program includes cultural entertainment, singing, social and Israeli dancing. Girls' collegiate chorus has been invited. The program includes a presentation by the B'nai B'rith, which will be followed by dancing and refreshments.

Senior Students
All seniors are requested to come to the Technique office, Walker, Room 318, to check their biographies for possible errors. This must be done this week, any day from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. Technique urges that this be done since no responsibility for errors can be taken by the Technique staff, unless each biography is checked.

Struktur
(Continued from Page 1)

A winter series of four popular science lectures will be given at the Institute under the auspices of the Society of Arts at the Institute. The lectures will be given Sunday afternoons at 4:05 p.m. by members of the M.I.T. faculty. The first lecture will be given on December 9, January 30, February 17, and March 16 in the Lecture Hall at the Institute.

The first lecture was given last Sunday by Professor Struktur, associate professor of psychology of "Human Communication in Human Groups."

Soviet: (Continued from Page 1)

"Dinner talk in each series will emphasize experimental science by illustration and demonstration with slides, motion pictures, specimens, models, etc. Tickets may be obtained without charge one week before each lecture by picking up a stamped addressed envelope for each separate request to the Society of Arts, Room 4-414.

Tuesday, December 11, 1961

The Tech
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Society Of Arts Features Popular Science Lectures

A winter series of four popular science lectures will be given at the Institute under the auspices of the Society of Arts at the Institute. The lectures will be given Sunday afternoons at 4:05 p.m. by members of the M.I.T. faculty. The first lecture will be given on December 9, January 9, February 17, and March 16 in the Lecture Hall at the Institute.

The first lecture was given last Sunday by Professor Struktur, associate professor of psychology of "Human Communication in Human Groups."

Supplements to Talks

Balkan talk in each series will emphasize experimental science by illustration and demonstration with slides, motion pictures, specimens, models, etc. Tickets may be obtained without charge one week before each lecture by picking up a stamped addressed envelope for each separate request to the Society of Arts, Room 4-414.

Greenewalt
(Continued from Page 1)

he says. "Certainly the desire for power, or the desire for prestige, or, if you will, the desire for the approval of others, are character-istics that would be expected to lead to the kind of competition we need in business management—this is what makes a financially successful enterprise."

Taxes Passed

Ordinary corporate taxes, as distinct from excess profit taxes, are almost entirely passed on to the consumer. Greenewalt goes on: "He scores the myth perpetrated by some government officials that the huge volumes of money in today's budget are being obtained without hurting the ordinary consumer. "The net result of recent Federal tax policies is that we are much closer to a system of proportionate taxation, if you will, to the old system of titling than we think. Whatever the percentage of national income taken in taxes, you may be sure that the ordinary citizen is himself paying, directly or indirectly, very close to that per-cent. The figure would show that the number of those who pay more than the average are very few, and the aggregate amount they pay, in comparison with the total bill, is negligible.""""I'm selling it.

Greenewalt does not hold this policy against the government so much as the efforts to hide it. He does not believe the American people are taking what he calls Spitznicka policies if they know the truth.

He argues that if the people are enlightened "they will realize just that weakening incentives hurts everyone, not just the most successful minority."
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